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February 26, 2017
300 S. Broadway
Follow-up from December meeting: demolition of SIX-story building and construction
of a 33 story high-rise apartment building.
Preservation Review District – Ward 7
Dan Krasnoff, Cultural Resources Office

300 SOUTH BROADWAY

OWNER/APPLICANT:
HDAI Architects/Jack Holleran, Jr. - Applicant
St. Louis Community College - Owner
RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board grant preliminary
approval of the demolition of the building for
the construction of a high-rise apartment
building with the condition that demolition
approval is withheld unless the Cultural
Resources Office is presented with a
construction permit approved by the Building
Division that reflects the plans presented to the
Preservation Board and documentation of
construction financing.
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THE PROJECT:
The applicant proposes to demolish a 6-story commercial/office building occupying the southeast
corner of South Broadway and Clark Street that was constructed in the mid-1890s. The building
proposed for demolition also has an addition that is approximately equal in size to the original
building, comprising the three bays at the south end of the South Broadway façade. The addition
was built in the mid-1980’s. The proposal is for a 33-story apartment building with 24 floors of
apartments, ground floor retail and a 7-level parking “podium.”
At the December 18, 2017 Preservation Board meeting, an identical preliminary review proposal was
considered. The Board approved demolition of the existing building with the following conditions:
(1) that the original Clark and Broadway facades from the 1890s building be retained and
incorporated in the design of the tower; (2) that the apartment tower must have at least 75% glass
curtain walls on all four facades of the new construction; (3) final design and materials be approved
by the Preservation Board; and (4) the demolition approval is withheld until a building permit is
approved.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
The property at 300 South Broadway is located within a Preservation Review District.
St. Louis City Ordinance #64689
PART X - DEMOLITION REVIEWS
SECTION FIFTY-EIGHT. Whenever an application is made for a permit to demolish a Structure which is
iv) within a Preservation Review District…the building commissioner shall submit a copy of such
application to the Cultural Resources Office within three days after said application is received by his
Office.
St. Louis City Ordinance #64832
SECTION ONE. Preservation Review Districts are hereby established for the areas of the City of St.
Louis described in Exhibit A.
SECTION FIVE. Demolition permit - Board decision.
All demolition permit application reviews pursuant to this chapter shall be made by the Director of
the Office who shall either approve or disapprove of all such applications based upon the criteria of
this ordinance. All appeals from the decision of the Director shall be made to the Preservation Board.
Decisions of the Board or Office shall be in writing, shall be mailed to the applicant immediately upon
completion and shall indicate the application by the Board or Office of the following criteria, which
are listed in order of importance, as the basis for the decision:
A. Redevelopment Plans. Demolitions which would comply with a redevelopment plan previously
approved by ordinance or adopted by the Planning and Urban Design Commission shall be
approved except in unusual circumstances which shall be expressly noted.
This is listed as the most important criteria in Ordinances #64689 and #64832. A
redevelopment plan and a Board Bill have been approved declaring the existing 300 South
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Broadway Building blighted and also calling for its demolition. There are no identified
unusual circumstances.
B. Architectural Quality. Structure's architectural merit, uniqueness, and/or historic value shall be
evaluated and the structure classified as high merit, merit, qualifying, or noncontributing based
upon: Overall style, era, building type, materials, ornamentation, craftsmanship, site planning,
and whether it is the work of a significant architect, engineer, or craftsman; and contribution to
the streetscape and neighborhood. Demolition of sound high merit structures shall not be
approved by the Office. Demolition of merit or qualifying structures shall not be approved except
in unusual circumstances which shall be expressly noted.
The portion of the building constructed in the 1890’s at 300 South Broadway is a High Merit
structure. Per Ordinances #64689 and #64832, the demolition of High Merit structures can
only be approved by the Preservation Board. The staff opinion is that the existing building
is eligible for consideration for listing on the National Register as a single site. The
building’s designer, Isaac Taylor, was a very prominent local architect. Additionally, the
building has associations with the coffee and pharmaceutical industries.
C. Condition. The Office shall make exterior inspections to determine whether a structure is sound.
If a structure or portion thereof proposed to be demolished is obviously not sound, the application
for demolition shall be approved except in unusual circumstances which shall be expressly noted. The
remaining or salvageable portion(s) of the structure shall be evaluated to determine the extent of
reconstruction, rehabilitation or restoration required to obtain a viable structure.
1. Sound structures with apparent potential for adaptive reuse, reuse and or resale shall
generally not be approved for demolition unless application of criteria in subsections A, D, F
and G, four, six and seven indicates demolition is appropriate.
The structure is “Sound.”
2. Structurally attached or groups of buildings.
Care will be required to ensure demolition does not harm adjacent structures.
D. Neighborhood Effect and Reuse Potential.
1. Neighborhood Potential: Vacant and vandalized buildings on the block face, the present
condition of surrounding buildings, and the current level of repair and maintenance of
neighboring buildings shall be considered.
The area surrounding the building includes well-maintained industrial, commercial,
residential and special use buildings.
2. Reuse Potential: The potential of the structure for renovation and reuse, based on similar
cases within the City, and the cost and extent of possible renovation shall be evaluated.
Structures located within currently well maintained blocks or blocks undergoing upgrading
renovation will generally not be approved for demolition.
The building’s occupant, St. Louis Community College, is seeking to move office staff to a
new location. There is evidence that the building’s reuse potential is limited. The
blighting study, dated January 23, 2018, states that the required rent rate to justify
rehabilitation of the building is $35 psf, while the average rental rate in Downtown St.
Louis for office space is $18 psf. Even with the use of historic tax credits on the eligible
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portion of the building, the savings would not be sufficient to justify the investment in
the building.
3. Economic Hardship: The Office shall consider the economic hardship which may be
experienced by the present owner if the application is denied. Such consideration may
include, among other things, the estimated cost of demolition, the estimated cost of
rehabilitation or reuse, the feasibility of public or private financing, the effect of tax
abatement, if applicable, and the potential for economic growth and development in the
area.
Not applicable.
E. Urban Design. The Office shall evaluate the following urban design factors:
1. The effect of a proposed partial demolition on attached or row buildings.
Care will be required to ensure demolition does not harm adjacent structures.
2. The integrity of the existing block face and whether the proposed demolition will significantly
impact the continuity and rhythm of structures within the block.
The new building will not be compatible with existing streetscape in scale, but that it
will be similar to Ball Park Village tower, under construction.

3. Proposed demolition of buildings with unique or significant character important to a district,
street, block or intersection will be evaluated for impact on the present integrity, rhythm,
balance and density on the site, block, intersection or district.
The character of the building proposed for demolition is distinctive. It is representative
of a style of commercial/industrial design found in St. Louis and in North American
industrial cities that saw substantial development during the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.
4. The elimination of uses will be considered; however, the fact that a present and original or
historic use of a site does not conform to present zoning or land use requirements in no way
shall require that such a nonconforming use to be eliminated.
Not applicable.
F. Proposed Subsequent Construction. Notwithstanding the provisions of any ordinance to the
contrary, the Office shall evaluate proposed subsequent construction on the site of proposed
demolition based upon whether:
1. The applicant has demonstrated site control by ownership or an option contract;
The applicant has an option to purchase the property.
2. The proposed construction would equal or exceed the contribution of the structure to the
integrity of the existing streetscape and block face. Proposal for creation of vacant land by
demolition(s) in question will be evaluated as to appropriateness on that particular site,
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within that specific block. Parking lots will be given favorable consideration when directly
adjoining/abutting facilities require additional off-street parking;
The applicant proposes construction of a 24-story apartment building above a 7-level
parking “podium.” The proposed new building is representative of concrete, glass and
steel high-rise residential buildings being constructed today. It represents a substantial
investment in the Central Business District.
3. The proposed construction will be architecturally compatible with the existing block face as to
building setbacks, scale, articulation and rhythm, overall architectural character and general
use of exterior materials or colors;
The new building will contribute to the architecturally eclectic environment found in the
Central Business District.
4. The proposed use complies with current zoning requirements;
The new building’s use is compatible with the requirements found in the “L”, Jefferson
Memorial District.
5. The proposed new construction would commence within twelve (12) months from the
application date.
Yes.
G. Commonly Controlled Property. If a demolition application concerns property adjoining occupied
property and if common control of both properties is documented, favorable consideration will
generally be given to appropriate reuse proposals. Appropriate uses shall include those allowed
under the current zoning classification, reuse for expansion of an existing conforming,
commercial or industrial use or a use consistent with a presently conforming, adjoining use
group. Potential for substantial expansion of an existing adjacent commercial use will be given
due consideration.
Not applicable.
H. Accessory Structures. Accessory structures (garages, sheds, etc.) and ancillary structures will be
processed for immediate resolution. Proposed demolition of frame garages or accessory
structures internal to commercial or industrial sites will, in most cases, be approved unless that
structure demonstrates high significance under the other criteria listed herein, which shall be
expressly noted.
Not applicable.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS:
The Cultural Resources Office’s consideration of the criteria for demolition led to these preliminary
findings:



The existing 300 South Broadway Building has been declared blighted by the Land Clearance
and Redevelopment Authority and Board of Aldermen.
The Redevelopment Plan approved by the Board of Aldermen calls for demolition of the
existing 300 South Broadway Building.
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Based on these preliminary findings, the Cultural Resources Office recommends that the Preservation
Board grant preliminary approval of the demolition of the building for the construction of a high-rise
apartment building with the condition that demolition approval is withheld unless the Cultural
Resources Office is presented with a construction permit approved by the Building Division that
reflects the plans presented to the Preservation Board and documentation of construction financing.

300 SOUTH BROADWAY – PRIMARY FACADE
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300 S. BROADWAY – CLARK STREET FAÇADE
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SITE PLAN

1ST FLOOR PLAN
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PROPOSED WEST AND NORTH ELEVATIONS

9

PROPOSED EAST AND SOUTH ELEVATIONS
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B.
DATE:
ADDRESS:
ITEM:
JURISDICTION:
STAFF:

February 26, 2018
3012 Longfellow Blvd.
Preliminary Review – Construct a Single Family House
Compton Hill Historic District — Ward 6
Bob Bettis, Cultural Resources Office

3012 LONGFELLOW BLVD.

OWNER:
Eugene and Marilyn Stubblefield
ARCHITECT:
Mike Killeen, Killeen Studio
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board grant preliminary
approval of the new building as proposed with
the stipulation that final plans and materials
are reviewed and approved by the Cultural
Resources Office.
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THE PROJECT
The applicants are proposing to construct a two and a half story single family house on a vacant
parcel in the Compton Hill Local Historic District. All new construction in Local Historic Districts is
brought to the Preservation Board for review on a preliminary basis prior to permitting.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
Excerpt from Ordinance #57702, the Compton Hill Historic District Rehabilitation and New
Construction Standards
D. Scale, Size and Proportion
All new and rehabilitated structures shall complement the height, scale and proportion of
adjacent buildings.
Complies. The proposed building will be two and half story and fits contextually with
the houses along Longfellow and Hawthorne.
E. Location, Spacing and Setback
Location and spacing of new or reconstructed buildings shall be consistent with the existing
patterns in the neighborhood respecting depth of front yards, width of buildings and width of
side yards. If there is a uniform setback on a block, new buildings shall be positioned along such
setback.
Complies. The new building will be situated on a wedge shaped parcel at the start of two
streets coming in to the neighborhood off of Russell Blvd. The setback of the west side
will be appropriate for the Longfellow side, and the east setback will match the other
houses along Hawthorne.
F. Exterior Materials
1. Materials for new or rehabilitated structures shall be compatible in type, texture and color
with the original building material. If the building is new, materials shall be compatible in
type, texture and color with the predominant original building materials used in the
neighborhood.
Complies. The street visible sides of the building will be brick.
2. The use of raw concrete block and imitations or artificial materials is not permitted.
Aluminum or other types of siding are permitted only when they are used in the place of
wood siding and are similar in detail and design to the original siding. Mill finished aluminum
is not permitted. Previously unpainted brick surfaces shall not be painted.
Complies.
G. Architectural Detail
1. Architectural details on existing structures shall be maintained in a similar size, detail and
material. Where they are badly deteriorated, a similar detail may be substituted.
2. Doors, windows and other openings on rehabilitated structures shall be of the same size and
in the same horizontal and vertical style as in the original structures. Exterior shutters, when
used, shall be made of wood and shall be of the correct size and shape to fit the entire
opening for which they were intended.
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3. Storm doors, storm windows, and window frames shall be of wood, color finished material.
Mill finished aluminum or similar metal is not permitted.
4. Renovated dormers, towers, porches, balconies or cornices shall be maintained in a similar
profile, size and detail as originally constructed. Similar new construction shall complement
the design.
5. New ancillary and satellite structures shall conform in design to the architectural style of the
period in which the principal structure was built.
6. New gutters and downspouts shall be of copper or other color finished or painted material.
Awnings and canopies where visible from the street are not generally appropriate, but when
approved shall be of canvas or canvas‐like material.
Complies. Architectural details for the new house are drawn from other examples within the
historic district. Proposed fenestration and doors are appropriate for the area.
H. Roof Shape and Material
1. In neighborhoods in which a roof shape, angles and lines are dominant, new or renovated
structures shall conform to such shape, angles and lines.
Complies. The building has a hipped roof that is common in the historic district.
2. Roof materials shall be slate, tile, copper or asphalt shingles. Roll roofing material, corrugated
sheet metal, shiny metal, or brightly colored asphalt shingles are not permitted where seen.
Complies.
I. Walls, Fences and Enclosures
Materials for construction of new fences shall be compatible with the character of the
neighborhood. Materials may include, wood, stone, brick, wrought iron or evergreen hedge.
Barbed wire, "chicken wire" or narrow gage wire fabric shall not be used. The use of chain link
fence is discouraged unless appropriately camouflaged.
Not yet determined.
J. Landscaping
If a particular type of landscaping material predominates in a neighborhood, new planting shall be
compatible. The installation of street trees is encouraged.
Not yet determined.
K. Paving and Ground Materials
If a particular type of paving material or ground cover predominates in a neighborhood, new or
added material shall be compatible with the streetscape. Loose gravel or crushed stone shall not
be permitted.
Not applicable.
L. Street Furniture and Utilities
Free‐standing light standards placed in the front yard of any premises shall be either authentic
period styling of high quality contemporary design. Where possible, all new utility lines shall be
underground. The design and location of all items of street furniture shall be compatible with the
character of the neighborhood.
Not applicable.
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M. Drives and Parking In neighborhoods in which the entrance to individual private drives is made
from the alley, all new or renovated drives shall be made only from the alley. Drives which enter
from the street shall be constructed of brick, granite pavers, Portland cement or asphalt paving.
The lot does not have access to an alley. A driveway will be built that will enter in off of
both Hawthorn and Longfellow and be situated behind the house.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION:
The Cultural Resources Office’s consideration of the criteria for new residential construction in the
Compton Hill Historic District Standards led to these preliminary findings:


The proposed site for the new single family house is within the boundaries of the Compton
Hill Certified Local Historic District.



The subject parcel has never been built on prior to this proposal.



The proposed two and a half story house is compatible in height, scale, and exterior materials
with other single family buildings along Hawthorn, Russell and Longfellow. Its design complies
with most requirements for new construction in the Compton Hill Historic District Standards.

Based on these Preliminary findings, the Cultural Resources Office recommends that the Preservation
Board grant preliminary approval to the project, with the stipulation that final plans and exterior
materials for the new building will be reviewed and approved by the Cultural Resources Office.

SITE PLAN
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BIRDS EYE VIEW OF THE PROPOSED SITE

HEIGHT COMPARISONS
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FRONT ELEVATION AT RUSSELL BLVD

WEST ELEVATION
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EAST ELEVATION

REAR ELEVATION FACING
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EAST ON RUSSELL

SOUTH ON LONGFELLOW

SOUTH ON HAWTHORNE

ACROSS RUSSELL FROM SITE
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C.
DATE:
ADDRESS:
ITEM:
JURISDICTION:
STAFF:

February 26, 2018
5539 Pershing Avenue
Preliminary Review to construct 5-story apartment building
Central West End Certified Local Historic District — Ward 28
Jan Cameron, Cultural Resources Office

5539-51 PERSHING

OWNER AND APPLICANT:
One Rainier LLC
ARCHITECT:
VE Design Group
RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board grant
Preliminary Approval for this project, with
the stipulation that parking be accessed only
from an existing driveway adjacent to the
site; and that final documents and exterior
materials be reviewed and approved by the
Cultural Resources Office.
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THE PROJECT:
The applicant proposes to construct a 7-story apartment building on a site that is half vacant and half
the location of a surface parking lot.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
Excerpt from Ordinance #69423, Revised Rehabilitation and New Construction Standards for
Ordinance #56768, the Central West End Historic District.
New Construction or Additions to Existing Residential or Institutional Buildings
When designing a new residential or institutional building, the height, scale, mass and materials of
the existing buildings and the context of the immediate surroundings shall be strongly considered.
When designing an addition to an historic building, the addition shall be compatible in height,
scale, mass, and materials to the historic fabric of the original building.
A. Height, Scale and Mass…
A new high-rise building may be located either on a block face with existing high-rise structures
or on a corner site. A new high-rise building may exceed the average height of existing structures
on the relevant block face. In all cases, window levels, water tables and foundation levels of the
new building shall be comparable to those of neighboring buildings. Special emphasis shall be
given to the design of the building base and to upper story setbacks as they relate to and affect
neighboring buildings.
High-rise building: Complies. The proposed building is 7 stories: the top story slightly taller.
Historic buildings on Pershing are 5 stories and the Preservation Board has approved a 6story building now under construction by this developer at 5510.
Levels: Does not appear to comply. While a simplified street elevation was submitted, no
information was provided concerning floor levels or fenestration, so we are unable to
access comparable floor-to-ceiling heights. However, the buildings to the east and west of
the proposed site are only three stories in height so the new building will dominate. This
is mitigated to some extent as the upper stories are recessed in a U-shape that
considerably lessens the building mass at the street.
Building base: Complies. At the request of the Cultural Resources Office, the design of the
first story has been greatly improved from the original submission, incorporating
storefront elements and other decorative details.
B. Location
A new or relocated structure shall be positioned on its respective lot so that the width of the
façade and the distance between buildings shall be within 10 percent of such measurements for a
majority of the existing structures on the block face to ensure that any existing rhythm of
recurrent building masses to spaces is maintained. The established setback from the street shall
also be strictly maintained. Garages and other accessory buildings, as well as parking pads, must
be sited at the rear of, and if at all possible, directly behind the main building on the lot.
Complies. The new building will maintain the established setback on the block.
C. Exterior Materials
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In the historic district, brick and stone masonry and stucco are dominant, with terra cotta, wood
and metal used for trim and other architectural features. Exterior materials on new construction
shall conform to established uses. For example, roof materials shall be slate, tile, copper or
architectural composite shingles where the roof is visible from public or common areas.
All new building materials shall be the same as the dominant materials of adjacent buildings.
Artificial masonry is not permitted, except that cast stone that replicates sandstone or limestone
is allowed when laid up in the same manner as natural stone. Cementitious or other paintable
siding of appropriate dimension is an acceptable substitute for wood clapboards. A submission of
samples of all building materials, including mortar, shall be required prior to approval.
The pointing of mortar joints on masonry additions to historic buildings shall match that on the
original building in color, texture, composition and joint profile.
Exterior materials have not been specified, but the front façade, including the recessed
“courtyard” area, will be predominantly brick in a dark red color. Limestone will highlight
the center of the first story, and two colors of cement board panels will be placed at the
top story. Similar panels have been approved on other contemporary designs in the
district, including the building under construction.
D. Fenestration
New buildings and building additions shall be designed with window openings on all elevations
visible from the street. Windows on the front façade shall be of the same proportions and
operation as windows in adjacent buildings and their total area should be within 10 percent of
the window area of the majority of buildings on the block.
Fenestration is generally comparable in proportion and amount of window area as other
buildings on the block.
E. Decks
Given the urban context of the neighborhood, the relative narrowness of building lots, and the
general interests of privacy, terraces or patios at grade are preferable to elevated decks. When it
is desired to construct a deck, such construction shall be at the rear of the residence. Where
visible from the street, design and construction shall be compatible with the building to which it
is appended, and the deck shall be constructed of finished materials, be of a shape and scale
similar to that of an historic porch or patio, and be partially screened with landscaping or opaque
fencing to limit visibility.
Not applicable.
F. Accessory Buildings
A new accessory building, including a garage, shall be designed and constructed in a manner that
is complementary in quality and character with the primary structure and neighboring buildings.
Complementary structures are appropriate in scale and use a similar type and quality of
materials. Design details from the main building should not be replicated, but such details may be
modified and reduced in scale to express the same architectural presence in a simpler way. When
not visible, materials other than those of the primary building may be used for exterior walls.
Not applicable.
G. Curb Cuts and Driveways
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Where curb cuts for vehicles and driveways did not exist historically, new ones shall not be
introduced. Curb cuts for pedestrians at street intersections, mid-block crossings, passenger
drop-off and loading zones, and similar locations shall be allowed. Where a parcel is not served
by alley access, proposed exceptions shall be considered on a case-by-case basis and evaluated
for design suitability.
Does not comply. Currently, the below-grade garage is shown as having a two-car-width
entry from Pershing Avenue that requires a new curb cut. This introduces an element that
is not present on any other buildings along this area of Pershing. The project will also
retain an existing curb cut to a north-south driveway on the east side of the property that
is currently shared with adjacent 3-family buildings, also owned by the developer. This
drive and curb cut could be used to provide access to parking under the proposed
building.
H. Coordination with Form Based Zoning
Not applicable.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION:
The Cultural Resources Office consideration of the criteria for new construction in the Fox Park
Historic District led to these preliminary findings:


5539 Pershing Avenue is located in the Central West End Historic District.



The proposed 7-story apartment building is contemporary in design and has a two-story
center entry with glazed storefront-like openings.



The building does not meet the Standards for height and will be nearly twice as tall as the 3family buildings to either side. However, the recessed “courtyard” mitigates this to some
extent and there are other tall buildings on both sides of Pershing.



The building will have a frontage greater than most buildings on the block but comparable to
the larger multi-story properties; because existing buildings present a strong, unified street
presence, the wider frontage will not be a disruptive element.



The building maintains the setback line as do other buildings on the blockfront. Materials
proposed for the building are generally in compliance with the Central West End standards
and fenestration both evokes existing historic window patterns and is therefore compatible.

Based on these preliminary findings, the Cultural Resources Office recommends that the
Preservation Board grant Preliminary Approval, subject to the stipulation that parking for the
building be accessed only from the adjacent driveway, and that final documents and exterior
materials are reviewed and approved by the Cultural Resources Office.
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RENDERING

PROPOSED SITE PLAN

FRONT FAÇADE — NOTE PARKING ENTRY AT RIGHT
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COURTYARD ELEVATIONS

EAST SIDE

CENTER STREET-FACING

WEST SIDE

EAST ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATION

CURRENT DESIGN WITH ADJACENT STRUCTURES SHOWN SHADED
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BUILDING ORIGINALLY PROPOSED FOR SITE SHOWN PERSHING STREETSCAPE

6-STORY BUILDING CURRENTLY UNDER CONSTRUCTION

HISTORIC 6-STORY BUILDING DIRECTLY OPPOSITE SITE
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D.
DATE:
ADDRESS:
ITEM:
JURISDICTION:
STAFF:

February 26, 2018
4384 McPherson Avenue
Preliminary Review: construct a 2-story single-family house
Central West End Local Historic District — Ward 28
Jan Cameron, Cultural Resources Office

4384 McPHERSON AVENUE

OWNERS:
Larry & Peggy Harris
ARCHITECT:
U.I.C./Sarah Gibson
RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board grant preliminary
approval of the proposed design with the
stipulation that final design details and exterior
materials will be reviewed and approved by the
Cultural Resources Office.
26

THE PROPOSAL:
The applicant proposes to construct a two-story house on a vacant site at 4384 McPherson Avenue,
located in the Central West End Certified Local Historic District.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
Excerpt from Ordinance #69423, Revised Rehabilitation and New Construction Standards for
Ordinance #56768, the Central West End Historic District.
New Construction or Additions to Existing Residential or Institutional Buildings
When designing a new residential or institutional building, the height, scale, mass, and materials of
the existing buildings and the context of the immediate surroundings shall be strongly considered….
A. Height, Scale and Mass
A new low-rise building, including all appurtenances, must be constructed within 15 percent of the
average height of existing low-rise buildings that form the block-face. Floor levels, water tables and
foundation levels shall appear to be at the same level as those of neighboring buildings. When one
roof shape is employed in a predominance of existing buildings in the streetscape, any proposed
new construction or alteration shall follow the same roof design.
Complies. The height of the proposed building is generally consistent with other buildings
on McPherson. Floor heights will also be similar. The proposed front gable is an element
present on other houses on the block and the height of its ridge and eave line are similar.
Openings on the front façade are generally consistent in size and proportion with those of
adjacent buildings, although contemporary in operation and in detail.
B. Location
A new or relocated structure shall be positioned on its respective lot so that the width of the façade
and the distance between buildings shall be within 10 percent of such measurements for a majority
of the existing structures on the block face to ensure that any existing rhythm of recurrent building
masses to spaces is maintained. The established setback from the street shall also be strictly
maintained. Garages and other accessory buildings, as well as parking pads, must be sited to the rear
of, and if at all possible, directly behind the main building on the lot.
Complies. The building conforms to the building line of the street.
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C. Exterior Materials
In the historic district, brick and stone masonry and stucco are dominant, with terra cotta, wood
and metal used for trim and other architectural features. Exterior materials on new construction
shall conform to established uses. For example, roof materials shall be slate, tile, copper or
architectural composite shingles where the roof is visible from public or common areas.
All new building materials shall be the same as the dominant materials of adjacent buildings.
Artificial masonry is not permitted, except that cast stone that replicates sandstone or limestone
is allowed when laid up in the same manner as natural stone. Cementitious or other paintable
siding of appropriate dimension is an acceptable substitute for wood clapboards. A submission of
samples of all building materials, including mortar, shall be required prior to approval.
The pointing of mortar joints on masonry additions to historic buildings shall match that on the
original building in color, texture, composition and joint profile.
Partly complies. The proposal indicates that the building will be sheathed in brick with an
exposed concrete foundation; final color of brick and mortar has not been submitted. The
architect proposes an unusual pattern of flat and projecting bricks to fill the front gable: the
design has not yet been finalized.
The front façade and substantial returns on both east and west elevations will be brick;
however, the rest of the building will be a painted cementitious siding, an extent of which
will be exposed to street view on the east elevation, where the building abuts a vacant
parcel. A privacy fence will screen some of this section of the house from view.
D. Fenestration
New buildings and building additions shall be designed with window openings on all elevations
visible from the street. Windows on the front façade shall be of the same proportions and
operation as windows in adjacent buildings and their total area should be within 10% of the
window area of the majority of buildings on the block.
Generally complies. Windows in the proposed design are similar in proportion to historic
windows but the fenestration pattern itself is contemporary. Similarly, windows on the
exposed east elevation, while similar in proportion to historic openings, are arranged in an
irregular pattern.
E. Decks
Given the urban context of the neighborhood, the relative narrowness of building lots, and the
general interests of privacy, terraces or patios at grade are preferable to elevated decks. When it
is desired to construct a deck, such construction shall be at the rear of the residence. Where
visible from the street, design and construction shall be compatible with the building to which it
is appended, and the deck shall be constructed of finished materials, be of a shape and scale
similar to that of an historic porch or patio, and be partially screened with landscaping or opaque
fencing to limit visibility.
Does not comply. A relatively large deck is proposed for the east elevation, but is located
approximately 50 feet back from the front façade and will be screened from view by a
privacy fence.
F. Accessory Buildings
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A new accessory building, including a garage, shall be designed and constructed in a manner that
is complementary in quality and character with the primary structure and neighboring buildings.
Complementary structures are appropriate in scale and use a similar type and quality of
materials. Design details from the main building should not be replicated, but such details may be
modified and reduced in scale to express the same architectural presence in a simpler way. When
not visible, materials other than those of the primary building may be used for exterior walls.
Design and materials of the garage has not been received. The submitted site plan shows a
two-car garage to be sited at the center of the long, narrow parcel, with a drive entering
from the alley.
G. Curb Cuts and Driveways
Where curb cuts for vehicles and driveways did not exist historically, new ones shall not be
introduced. Curb cuts for pedestrians at street intersections, mid-block crossings, passenger
drop-off and loading zones, and similar locations shall be allowed. Where a parcel is not served
by alley access, proposed exceptions shall be considered on a case-by-case basis and evaluated
for design suitability.
Complies. No new curb cuts are proposed.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS & CONCLUSION:
The Cultural Resources Office’s consideration of the Central West End Historic District standards for
New Construction or Additions to Existing Residential or Institutional Buildings led to these
preliminary findings.


4384 McPherson Avenue is located in the Central West End Local Historic District.



The Central West End Standards for New Construction require that new buildings replicate
the siting, massing, scale, street rhythm and exterior materials of adjacent buildings.



The proposal conforms to the majority of Standards for New Construction in a contemporary
design, with the exception of siding proposed for the visible east elevation.

Based on these preliminary findings, the Cultural Resources Office recommends that the Preservation
Board grant preliminary approval of the proposed design with the stipulation that final design details
and exterior materials will be reviewed and approved by the Cultural Resources Office.
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PROPOSED SITE PLAN (NORTH IS TO THE LEFT)

RENDERING
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FRONT ELEVATION IN CONTEXT WITH ADJACENT HOUSE

EAST ELEVATION (EXPOSED TO STREET VIEW)
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WEST ELEVATION

PROPOSED EXTERIOR MATERIALS AND COLOR
PERSPECTIVE SHOWING PARKING ENTRANCE
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D.
DATE:
ADDRESS:
ITEM:
JURISDICTION:
STAFF:

February 26, 2018
2220-22 Menard Street
Preliminary Review to construct a two-story single-family house
Soulard Certified Local Historic District — Ward 7
Jan Cameron, Cultural Resources Office

2220-22 MENARD STREET

OWNER
Kelly Greene & Bret Schnitker
ARCHITECT:
Studio Durham/Phil Durham
RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board grant
preliminary approval for the proposed new
construction with the stipulation that the
Menard fenestration be revised and final
details, materials and plans be reviewed and
approved by the Cultural Resources Office.
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THE PROPOSAL:
The project proposes to construct a two-story, house on a vacant corner site at Menard and
Shenandoah, in the Soulard Neighborhood Local and National Register Historic District. This is the site
of a historic building demolished after being damaged in a gas explosion. In June of 2017, the owners
submitted to the Preservation Board a Preliminary Review application to build a mixed-use building on
this site; their current plans are to construct a new single-family residence.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
Excerpt from Ordinance #62382, the Soulard Historic District:
ARTICLE 1: INTRODUCTION
101

Definitions

101.14 Model Example
Comment: Throughout these Standards, a Model Example is often required as a basis for comparison and as a
source of ideas for reconstructed elements and for new construction.

A building or element(s) of a single building type or style constructed prior to 1929 and:
Existing or once existing within:
the Soulard Historic District; or
The City of St. Louis, provided it is of a form and architectural style currently or
once found within the Soulard Historic District; and
Offered to prove that:
A design proposed for constructing or reconstructing a building will result in a
building element compatible with the building for which it is to be constructed; or
A design proposed for constructing a new building will result in a building
compatible with its architectural environment; and
Of a comparable form, architectural style and use as:
The building to receive the constructed or reconstructed element; or
The building to be constructed….
The Model Example concept is not intended to preclude contemporary designs, but to
assure that they are compatible with their environment.
The obligation to provide a Model Example and the photographs or photographic
reproductions evidencing same shall at all times belong to the person or entity proposing to
construct or reconstruct building elements or to construct new buildings. The Commission
shall have the right to determine whether an example is, in fact, a Model Example, as
defined herein. The Commission shall also have the right to request that additional
evidence of the example be provided.
The applicant has selected two Soulard Model Examples for the two main sections of
the proposed house: 2216-18 Menard, a two-story multi-family Transitional Italianate
building, dating from c. 1880; and 1311-13 Ann, a two-story commercial building. 1311
Ann was constructed in 1930, a year after the Standard’s arbitrary cutoff of 1929, but
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it remains a contributing resource to the historic district. The Cultural Resources Office
has agreed that the examples are appropriate and that the juxtaposition of
commercial and residential buildings is not atypical for the Soulard neighborhood.
ARTICLE 3: NEW BUILDINGS
301 Public and Semi-Public Facades of New Construction
The Public and Semi-Public Facades of new construction shall be reviewed based on a Model
Example taking into consideration the following:
301.1 Site
A site plan shall describe the following:
Alignment
New buildings shall have their Public Facade parallel to the Public Façade of the adjacent
buildings.
Complies. The building has two Public Facades, facing Menard and Shenandoah.
If a new building is to be located between two existing buildings with different alignments
to the street or in the event that there are no adjacent buildings, the building alignment
shall be the same as that which is more dominant within that block on the same side of the
street.
If a new building is to be located on a block which is completely empty, then the alignment shall be
that which is most dominant within the adjacent blocks or across the street.
Not applicable.
Setback
New buildings shall have the same setback as adjacent buildings.
Complies. The building will match the setbacks of adjacent buildings.
If a new building is to be located between two existing buildings with different setbacks to
the street, or in the event that there are no adjacent buildings, then the building setback
shall be the same as that which is more dominant within that block on the same side of the
street.
If a new building is to be located on a block which is completely empty, then the setback
which is most dominant within adjacent blocks or across the street shall be used.
Setback may be based on a Model Example.
Not applicable. Setbacks are consistent on the block.
301.2 Mass
Mass is the visual displacement of space based on the building's height, width and depth. The
mass of a new building shall be comparable to the mass of the adjacent buildings or to the
common overall building mass within the block, and on the same side of the street.
Partly complies. While the total mass of the building exceeds that of other buildings in
the vicinity, it is designed to appear as two separate attached structures and therefore
is of appropriate mass for the historic streetscape.
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301.3 Scale
Scale is the perceived size of a building relative to adjacent structures and the perceived size
of an element of a building relative to other architectural elements (e. g., the size of a door
relative to a window).
A new building shall appear to be the same number of stories as other buildings within the
block. Interior floor lines shall also appear to be at levels similar to those of adjacent
buildings.
Complies. The new building will be two stories above a raised basement and similar to
other two and two-and-one-half buildings in the vicinity.
If a new building is to be located between two existing buildings with different scales, or in
the event that there are no adjacent buildings, then the building scale shall be that which is
more dominant within that block on the same side of the street. If the new building is on a
block which is completely empty, then the building scale shall be similar to that of buildings in
adjacent blocks.
Does not comply. There is a variation of scale on the block but the proposed building is
larger than the others.
When several buildings, or a long building containing several units, are constructed on a
sloping street, the building(s) shall step down the slope In order to maintain the prescribed
height. The step shall occur at a natural break between units or firewalls.
Not applicable.
301.4 Proportion
Proportion is a system of mathematical ratios which establish a consistent set of visual
relationships between the parts of a building and to the building as a whole. The proportions
of a new building shall be comparable to those of adjacent buildings. If there are no buildings
on the block then the proportions shall be comparable to those of adjacent blocks.
Mostly complies. The individual elements of the proposed design are comparable to
adjacent buildings, with the exception of a single small window on the Menard Street
elevation, positioned to provide light to a basement stairway. Regular and symmetrical
fenestration is characteristic of Soulard buildings and historic buildings in general.
301.5 Ratio of Solid to Void
The ratio of solid to void is the percentage of opening to solid wall. Openings include doors,
windows and enclosed porches and vestibules.
The total area of windows and doors in the Public Facade of a new building shall be no less
than 25% and no more than 33% of the total area of the facade.
Complies.
The height of a window in the Public Facade shall be between twice and three times the width.
Complies.
The ratio of solid to void may be based on a Model Example.
Complies. 1311-13 Ann has been submitted as a Model Example for the Shenandoah
façade: it has larger openings than is characteristic of earlier Soulard buildings.
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301.6 Facade Material and Material Color
Finish materials shall be one of the following:
For walls:
Kiln-fired brick (2-1/3" by 8" by 3-5/8")
Comment: Brick within the Soulard Historic District is typically laid in a running bond with
natural grey, white or red mortar. Typical joints include concave, struck and v-groove. Most
brick within the Soulard Historic District is red or orange with only minor variations in
coloration.

Stone common to the Soulard Historic District.
Scored stucco and sandstone.
4" lap wood siding or vinyl siding which appears as 4" wood siding based on a Model
Example.
Complies. The two Public façades will be brick. Secondary facades, which are partly
street-visible, will also be brick.
For foundations:
Stone, new or reused, which matches that used in the Soulard Historic District;
Cast-in-place concrete with a stone veneer; or
Cast-in-place concrete, painted.
Finished façade materials shall be their natural color or the color of the natural material
which they replicate or if sandstone, painted. Limestone may be painted.
Complies. The foundation will be cast-in-place concrete with a stone veneer.
Glazing shall be clear, uncolored glass or based on a Model Example.
Complies.
302 Private Facades of New Construction
Materials at private Facades of new construction shall be one of those listed in 301.6(1)(1)
except that wood or vinyl siding need not be based on a Model Example.
Complies.
ARTICLE 4: SITE
Not yet determined.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION:
The Cultural Resources Office consideration of the criteria for new construction in the Soulard
Historic District led to these preliminary findings:


2220-22 Menard Street is located in the Soulard Neighborhood Local Historic District.



The proposed building is a replacement for the owners’ original building on the site that was
destroyed in a gas explosion.



The applicant has provided appropriate Model Examples for the proposed new construction.
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The project as currently proposed complies with most of the Soulard Standards for New
Construction; while larger in mass and scale than adjacent buildings, its design appears as two
attached smaller buildings.



The fenestration pattern on the Menard elevation should be consistent with the submitted
Model Example.

Based on these preliminary findings, the Cultural Resources Office recommends that the
Preservation Board grant preliminary approval for the proposed new construction with the
stipulation that the Menard fenestration be revised and that final details, materials and plans be
reviewed and approved by the Cultural Resources Office for compliance with the district
standards.

MODEL EXAMPLE AT 2216-18 MENARD

PROPOSED SITE PLAN WITH ADJACENT PROPERTIES

MODEL EXAMPLE AT 1311-13 ANN

PROPOSED SHENANDOAH (SOUTH) ELEVATION WITH ADJACENT PROPERTIES
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PROPOSED MENARD (WEST) ELEVATION WITH ADJACENT PROPERTIES

PROPOSED EAST ELEVATION

PROPOSED NORTH ELEVATION

MENARD STREETSCAPE
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SHENANDOAH STREETSCAPE
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